
This is a word study list to be used by students 
in preparation for the First Spelling Bee to be 
held Thursday , December 12. The first 180 words 
in the spelling bee will come from this list, taken 
from 2014 Spell It ! When the words on this list 
have been used up or when five spellers are left 
in the bee , whichever comes first , a new list of 
50 championship round words will be used . The 
championship word list will be made up of 20 words 
from the NSB grade- specific study lists and 30 words 
that could be any of the words found in Webster ' s 
Third New International Dictionary, unabridged , 
2002 e di t i on. 



Words from Latin 

affinity credible ingenious precocious 
aggregate crescent insidious primal 
ameliorate dissect intractable prodigal 
amicable egregious lucid providence 
animosity electoral mediocre ridiculous 
aquatic facetious nasal rupture 
bugle formidable necessary subterfuge 
Capricorn gradient ominous susceptible 
condolences humble omnipotent temporal 
confidence igneous patina triumvirate 
contiguous incriminate pernicious vernacular 
corporal indigenous precipice vivisection 

Words from Arabic 

alchemy carmine khan orange 
alcohol crimson lilac salaam 
algebra giraffe massage sugar 
algorithm guitar mihrab sultan 
artichoke hafiz mummy taj 
average henna muslin tarragon 
camphor Islamic nenuphar 

Words from Asian Languages 

asana durwan loot pa tel 
bamboo gunnysack mongoose shampoo 
bangle jiva nirvana tanha 
chintz juggernaut pangolin yamen 
chutney kama 

Words from French 

baton denture lieutenant protege 
beige dossier mascot regime 
boudoir dressage matinee rehearse 
boutique fatigue menu repertoire 
chassis foyer musicale rouge 
chauvinism f uselag~ nougat suave 
debacle gar con pacifism tutu 
deluxe impasse physique virgule 

Eponyms 

ampere Fahrenheit mentor quixote 
bromeliad forsythia mercerize shrapnel 
Croesus Geronimo newton tantalize 
Crusoe host a Panglossian zinnia 
diesel macadamia 

Words from German 

autobahn gesundheit nosh springer le 
Backstein glockenspiel panzer stollen 
dachshund haversack realschule umlaut 
dreidel knapsack schadenf reude vorlage 
eiderdown kohlrabi schloss Weissnichtwo 
ersatz Meistersinger schnecke zwinger 
gestalt noodle 



Words from Slavic Languages 

babushka gopak Permian sputnik 
balalaika kielbasa polka taiga 
Beetewk knish samovar trepak 
Bolshevik parka Siberian vampire 
commissar perestroika 

Words from Dutch 

bluff foist loiter snuff 
bobbejaan freebooter maelstrom tattle 
boodle gulden muddle ticket 
buckwagon guy pickle trawl 
caboose handsome potash voortrekker 
croon harpoon roodebok walrus 
cruiser keest scrabble waywiser 
easel klompen skipper wiseacre 
excise 

Words from Old English 

abide dross kipper pinafore 
barrow fennel kirtle salve 
belay fickle kith slaughter 
blithe furlong loam threshold 
broadleaf gnat mistletoe tithe 
dail'y gristle mongrel watery 
dogged hue nether workmanship 
dreary hurdle orchard yieldable 

Words from New World Languages 

cacao ipecac ocelot succotash 
caribou jacamar pampas terrapin 
chi pot le kahuna sachem toucan 
chocolate malihini skunk Tuckahoe 
iguana menhaden 

Words from Japanese 

banzai koan ramen satori 
hibachi kuruma samurai teriyaki 
honcho nisei sashimi tycoon 
karate 

Words from Greek 

agnostic diatribe hygiene philhellenism 
allegory diphthong hypocrisy pragmatic 
anachronism dyslexia lethargy pyre 
analysis eclectic macron rhetoric 
antibiotic ephemeral megalopolis strategy 
apostrophe etymology melancholy symbiosis 
asthmogenic eulogy metamorphosis synergy 
biblical euthanasia odyssey synopsis 
biopsy gynarchy· Olympian topical 
character hedonism orthodox topography 
demotic homogeneous periphery xylophone 
diagnosis hydrology philately 



Words from Italian 

archipelago credenza libretto salami 
balcony fiasco malaria scampi 
belladonna finale ocarina scherzo 
bravura fresco oratorio spaghetti 
cadenza galleria parapet stucco 
cameo garibaldi piazza trattoria 
charlatan influenza pizzicato vivace 
confetti 

Words from Spanish 

adios chimichanga gordita pueblo 
Argentine cilantro hacienda punctilio 
barrio cordovan junco sarsaparilla 
buffalo embarcadero machismo sierra 
caballero embargo mesa tomatillo 
cabana fandango pochismo vaquero 

Now You Try 

brooklime empathy jalapeno seethe 
cacti isopropyl me lee wok 
diaphragm isosceles refusenik yarrow 

Words You Need to Know 

commitment maintenance schedule principal 
definite recommend allusion their 
grammar satellite colonel 



2014 Spell It ! 

Dictionary - 1st Spelling Bee 

* The first 180 words in the first spelling bee, December 12, 
will be taken from this list. 

* These are the words you need to know for City Written, 
City Orals, and the Colorado State Spelling Bee. 



affinity 

*aggregate 

*ameliorate 

amicable 

animosity 

aquatic 

bugle 

Capricorn 

condolences 

confidence 

contiguous 

corporal 

credible 

crescent 

dissect 

*egregious 

electoral 

*facetious 

formidable 

gradient 

humble 

igneous 

incriminate 

*indigenous 

ingenious 

insidious 

intractable 

lucid 

mediocre 

nasal 

necessary 

ominous 

omnipotent 

patina 

*pernicious 

precipice 

*precocious 

primal 

prodigal 

providence 

ridiculous 

rupture 

subterfuge 

susceptible 

(uh-FIN-uh-tee) 

(AG-ruh-guht) 

Words From Latin (* challenge words) 

a natural liking or sympathy; close relationship 

a body of units or parts somewhat loosely associated 
with one another 

(uh-MEEL-yuh-rayt) to improve something; to become better 

(AYM-ik-uh-buhl) friendly; peaceable 

(an-uh-MAWS-uh-tee) a feeling of strong dislike or hatred 

(uh-KWAW-tik) growing or living in water 

(BYOO-guhl) a brass instrument like a small trumpet 

(KAP-ruh-kohrn) the tenth sign of the zodiac; the goat 

(kuhn-DOH-luhnt-suhz) expressions of sympathy 

(KAWN-fuh-duhnts) belief in one's own abilities 

(kuhn-TIG-yuh-wuhs) in contact; touching 

(KOHR-puh-ruhl) of the body; bodily 

(KRED-uh-buhl) reliable; can be believed 

(KRES-uhnt) shaped with one concave edge and one convex edge 

(di-SEKT) to cut apart piece by piece for purposes of study 

(i-GREE-juhs) conspicuously bad 

(i-LEK-tuh-ruhl) of the group designated to vote 

(fuh-SEE-shuhs) joking inappropriately 

(FOHR-muh-duh-buhl) hard to handle; causing dread 

(GRAYD-ee-uhnt) the slope, as of a road; the degree of such a slope 

(HUM-buhl) modest; showing consciousness of one's shortcomings 

(IG-nee-uhs) produced by volcanic action or intense heat 

(in-KRIM-uh-nayt) to accuse of a crime 

(in-DIJ-uh-nuhs) native; existing or growing naturally in a region 

(in-JEEN-yuhs) clever; resourceful 

(in-SID-ee-uhs) characterized by treachery or slyness 

(in-TRAK-tuh-buhl) hard to manage; unruly or stubborn 

(LOO-suhd) sane; clear; readily understood 

(mee-dee-OH-kuhr) so-so; ordinary, average or inferior 

(NAY-zuhl) of the nose 

(NES-uh-ser-ee} essential; indispensable 

(AWM-uh-nuhs) threatening; serving as an evil omen 

(awm-NIP-uh-tuhnt) all-powerful; having unlimited authority 

(puh-TEE-nuh) a fine greenish crust on bronze or copper 

(puhr-NISH-uhs) very harmful or destructive 

(PRES-uh-pubs) a vertical or overhanging rock face 

(pri-KOH-shuhs) showing mature qualities at an early age 

(PRY-muhl) first in time; original 

(PRAWD-uh-guhl) (adj.) recklessly wasteful; (n.} spendthrift 

(PRAWV-uh-duhnts) the benevolent guidance of God or nature 

(ruh-DIK-yuh-luhs) absurd 

(RUP-chuhr) a breaking apart; a breach 

(SUB-tuhr-fyooj) any plan or action used to hide or evade 

(suh-SEP-tuh-buhl) easily affected emotionally; allowing 



temporal 

triumvirate 

*vernacular 

vivisection 

alchemy 

alcohol 

algebra 

*algorithm 

artichoke 

average 

*camphor 

carmine 

crimson 

giraffe 

guitar 

*haf iz 

henna 

Islamic 

khan 

lilac 

massage 

*mihrab 

mummy 

*muslin 

*nenuphar 

orange 

*salaam 

sugar 

sultan 

taj 

tarragon 

*asana 

bamboo 

bangle 

chintz 

( TEMP-uhr-uhl) transitory, temporary; of this world; of or limited by time 

(try-UM-vuhr-uht) 

(vuhr-NAK-yuh-luhr) 

(VIV-uh-sek-shuhn) 

government by three persons or parties 

the dialect of a particular region 

surgery performed on a living animal in medical 
research 

Words From Arabic c* challenge words> 

(AL-kem-ee) a chemistry of the Middle Ages, the chief aim of which was 
to change base metals into gold 

(AL-kuh-hawl} a colorless, volatile, pungent liquid used in various 
forms as a fuel and intoxicating beverage 

(AL-juh-bruh) a mathematical system using symbols, especially letters, 
to generalize certain arithmetical operations and 
relationships 

(AL-guh-rith-uhm) a procedure for solving a problem 

(AWR-tuh-chohk) a plant with an edible flower head 

(AV-uhr-ij) 

(KAMP-fuhr) 

(KAWR-min) 

(KRIM-zuhn) 

(juh-RAF) 

(guh-TAWR) 

(HAWF-uhz) 

the result of dividing the sum of quantities by the number 
of quantities 

a medicinal substance obtained from tree bark 

purplish-red 

deep red 

a long-necked African manunal 

a 6-stringed musical instrument 

a Muslim who knows the Koran by heart, used as a 
title of respect 

(HEN-uh) an Old World plant from which a reddish-brown dye is extracted 

(iz-LAWM-ik) of the Muslim religion founded by Mohammed 

(kawn) a resthouse; a caravansary 

(LY-lak) a shrub with large clusters of tiny, fragrant flowers; pale purple 

(muh-SAZH) 

(MEE-ruhb) 

a rubbing or kneading of a part of the body to stimulate 
circulation 

a niche or chamber in a mosque indicating the direction 
of Mecca 

(MUM-ee) a dead body preserved by embalming 

(MUHZ-luhn) a woven cotton fabric 

(NEN-yuh-fawr) water lily 

(OHR-inj) a juicy reddish-yellow citrus fruit; reddish-yellow 

(suh-LAWM) 

( SHUHG-uhr) 

(SUL-tuhn) 

a salutation or ceremonial greeting 

a class of sweet, soluble carbohydrates 

a Muslim ruler 

(tawzh) a cap worn in Muslim countries 

(TER-uh-gawn) an Old World plant with fragrant leaves used as a seasoning 

Words from Asian Languages <* challenge words> 

(AWS-uh-nuh) manner of sitting, posture, as in yoga 

(barn-BOO) a tree-like tropical grass with woody, jointed, hollow stems 

(BANG-guhl) a decorative bracelet or anklet; an ornament that hangs loosely 

(chints) a cotton cloth printed in colorful designs 



chutney 

*durwan 

gunnysack 

jiva 

juggernaut 

kama 

loot 

mongoose 

nirvana 

pangolin 

pa tel 

shampoo 

*tanha 

yamen 

baton 

beige 

boudoir 

boutique 

*chassis 

*chauvinism 

*debacle 

deluxe 

denture 

*dossier 

dressage 

fatigue 

foyer 

fuselage 

*garcon 

impasse 

*lieutenant 

mascot 

matinee 

menu 

musicale 

nougat 

pacifism 

physique 

*protege 

regime 

rehearse 

(CHUT-nee) a relish of fruits, spices, herbs and vinegar 

(duhr-WAWN) a porter; a doorkeeper 

(GUN-ee-sak) a bag made of a coarse fabric of jute or hemp 

(JEE-vuh) the vital energy of life; an individual soul 

(JUG-uhr-nawt) a terrible, irresistible force 

(KAW-muh) pleasure; enjoyment of the world of the senses constituting one 
of the ends of man in Hinduism 

(loot) booty; plunder; spoils 

(MAWN-goos) an Old World carnivore that kills snakes and rodents 

(nuhr-VAWN-uh) a state of perfect bliss 

(PAN-guh-lin) a scaly Asian and African mammal that feeds on ants 

(puh-TEL) the headman of a village 

(sham-POO) a liquid soap for washing the hair 

(tuhn-HAW) an intense desire for life 

(YAW-muhn) a Chinese government headquarters, court, or office 

Words from French c * challenge words> 

(buh-TAWN) a slender stick used in directing music 

(bayzh} grayish tan 

(boo-DWAWR} a woman's private room 

(boo-TEEK) a small shop where fashionable articles are sold 

(CHAS-ee} the supporting frame or structure of a machine or car 

(SHOH-vuhn-iz-uhm) an unfair attitude of superiority over a group 

(di-BAWK-uhl) a great disaster or failure 

(di-LUKS) of extra fine quality 

(DEN-chuhr) a set of teeth 

(DAW-see-ay) a collection of documents about some matter 

(dri-SAWZH) horsemanship using slight movements to control the horse 

(fuh-TEEG} exhaustion; weariness 

(FOI-yuhr) an entrance hall or lobby, as in a hotel or theater 

(FYOOS-uh-lawzh) the body of an airplane 

(gawr-SOHN) a waiter 

(IM-pas) a situation offering no escape or resolution, as a deadlocked 
argument 

(loo-TEN-uhnt) a military rank just below a captain 

(MAS-kawt} any person, animal, or thing supposed to bring good luck 

(mat-uh-NAY) an afternoon performance 

(MEN-yoo) a detailed list of the foods available at a restaurant 

(myooz-uh-KAL) a social affair featuring a musical program 

(NOO-guht) a confection of sugar paste with nuts 

(PAS-uh-fiz-uhm} opposition to the use of force; refusal to 
participate in war 

( fi-ZEEK) ·the f orrn of the body; the body's build 

(PROH-duh-zhay) a person guided and helped in his profession by 
another person 

(ruh-ZHEEM) 

(ri-HUHRS) 

a political system; an administration 

to practice for a public performance 



*repertoire 

rouge 

suave 

tutu 

*virgule 

ampere 

*bromeliad 

*Croesus 

Crusoe 

diesel 

*Fahrenheit 

*forsythia 

Geronimo 

host a 

macadamia 

mentor 

*mercerize 

newton 

Panglossian 

quixote 

shrapnel 

tantalize 

( REP-uhr-twawr) a list of things that can be performed 

(roozh) 

(swawv) 

a reddish powder used for makeup or polishing jewelry 

smoothly gracious or polite; polished 

(TOO-too) a short skirt worn by a ballet dancer 

(VUHR-gyool) a diagonal line (/) used in dates and fractions 

(AM-pir) 

Eponyms <* challenge words) 

the standard unit for measuring electrical current 
(A. M. Ampere, 19th century French physicist] 

(broh-MEE-lee-ad) any plant in the pineapple family [<Olaf 
Bromelius, 15th century Swedish botanist] 

(KREE-suhs) 

(KROO-soh) 

(DEE-zuhl) 

a very rich man [<Croesus, wealthy king of ancient Lydia] 

a solitary castaway; one who lives by his own ingenuity 
[<Robinson Crusoe, shipwrecked hero in Daniel Defoe's 1719 
novel] 

an internal combustion engine that burns oil ignited by 
heat from air compression [<Rudolf Diesel (1858-1913), 
German inventor] · 

(FER-uhn-hyt) designating a temperature scale on which water freezes 
at 32° and boils at 212° [<Gabriel D. Fahrenheit, 
(1686-1736), German physicist] 

(fuhr-SITH-ee-uh) a shrub with yellow flowers [<William 
Forsyth (1737-1804), British botanist] 

(juh-RAWN-uh-moh) interjection used as a battle cry by 
paratroopers typically at the moment of 
jumping [<Geronimo (1829-1909), Apache 
Indian chief] 

(HOHS-tuh), (HAWS-tuh) an ornamental Asiatic herb with white, blue, 
or lilac flowers (<Nicolaus T. Host, Austrian 
botanist, died 1834] 

(mak-uh-DAY-mee-uh) an Australian evergreen tree widely cultivated 
for its edible nuts [<John Macadam, Australian 
chemist born in Scotland, died 1865] 

(MEN-tohr) a wise advisor; a teacher or coach [<Mentor, 
tutor of Telemachus in Homer's Odyssey] 

(MUHR-suhr-yz) to treat a fabric chemically to give it 
strength and shine [<John Mercer (1791-1866), 

(NOO-tuhn) 

English calico dealer] 

a unit of force (one newton= 1,000,000 dynes) (<Sir Isaac 
Newton (1642-1727), English natural philosopher and 
mathematician] 

(pan-GLAW-see-uhn) marked by the view that all is for the best in 
this best of all possible worlds [<Pangloss, 
optimistic tutor of Candide in Voltaire's 1759 
satire Candide] 

(KWIK-suht) an idealistic and utterly impractical person [<Don 
Quixote, chivalrous hero in Cervantes' 1605 satiric novel] 

(SHRAP-nuhl) fragments scattered by an exploding shell 
[<Henry Shrapnel (1761-1842), English artillery 
officer] 

( TAN-tuh-lyz) to tease by offering something desirable and then 
withholding it [Tantalus, Greek mythological king 
doomed in Hades to stand in water that recedes when he 
wishes to drink and under fruit he cannot reach) 



zinnia 

autobahn 

Backstein 

dachshund 

*dreidel 

eiderdown 

*ersatz 

gestalt 

*gesundheit 

*glockenspiel 

haversack 

knapsack 

kohlrabi 

Meistersinger 

(ZIN-ee-uh) a plant having colorful composite flowers, 
[<Johann G. Zinn, (1727-1759), German physician 
and botanist] 

Words from German <* challenge words) 

(AW-doh-bawn) a road in Germany with double traffic lanes in both 
directions separated by a parkway 

(BAK-shtyn) a German cheese resembling limburger 

(DAWKS-hoont) a small dog with a long body, short legs, and droopy 
ears 

(DRAY-duhl} a four-sided toy like a top marked with Hebrew letters 

(Y-duhr-doun} the soft, fine feathers of the eider duck used for 
stuffing quilts and pillows 

(ER-zawts) substitute; synthetic; being an inferior substitute 

(guh-STAWLT) a structure or configuration of physical, biological or 
psychological phenomena so integrated as to constitute 
a functional unit with properties not derivable from its 
parts in summation 

(guh-ZUHNT-hyt) said to wish good health to someone who has 
just sneezed 

(GLAWK-uhn-speel) a percussion instrument somewhat like a xylophone 

(HAV-uhr-sak) a canvas bag for rations, etc. worn over one shoulder 

{NAP-sak) a leather or canvas bag for carrying equipment or supplies 
on the back 

(kohl-RAW-bee) a cabbage-like vegetable 

(MYS-tuhr-sing-uhr) a member of an early German guild promoting 
art or music 

(NOO-duhl} a narrow strip of dough made with egg noodle 

nosh {nawsh) (n.) a snack; (v.) to eat a snack 

panzer 

realschule 

*schadenfreude 

schloss 

*schnecke 

*springer le 

stollen 

umlaut 

vorlage 

*Weissnichtwo 

zwinger 

babushka 

*balalaika 

*Beetewk 

Bolshevik 

(PAN-zuhr) a tank; describing a military division of armored vehicles 

(ray-AWL-shoo-luh) a German secondary school 

(SHAW-duhn-froi-duh} enjoyment obtained from the mishaps of others 

(shlaws) a German castle or manor house 

(SHNEK-uh) a cinnamon bun, sliced and baked 

(SHPRING-uhr-luh) a thick hard cookie with an impressed design 
usually flavored with anise 

(SHTOH-luhn) a sweet yeast bread containing fruit and nuts 

(UHM-lout) the mark ( .. } placed over a vowel (denoting the "AW" sound) 

(FOHR-lawg-uh) the position of a skier leaning forward from the 
ankles without lifting the heels from the skis 

(VY-snikt-VOH) an indefinite, unknown, or imaginary place 

(TSFING-uhr) a fortress protecting a city 

Words from Slavic Languages <* challenge words) 

(buh-BUHSH-kuh) a triangularly folded kerchief worn over the head and 
tied under the chin 

(bal-uh-LY-kuh) a 3-stringed Russian guitar-like instrument 

(bee-TYOOK} a Russian breed of heavy draft horses 

(BOHL-shuh-vik) originally, a member of a faction that 
seized power in Russia in 1917; a 



Communist of the Soviet Union 

*commissar (KAWM-uh-sawr) a Communist party official 

gopak (GOH-pak) a u·krainian folk dance with heel beats 

*kielbasa (keel-BAWS-uh) a smoked sausage from Poland 

knish 

parka 

*perestroika 

, Permian 

polka 

samovar 

Siberian 

sputnik 

*taiga 

trepak 

vampire 

bluff 

*bobbejaan 

boodle 

buckwagon 

caboose 

croon 

cruiser 

easel 

excise 

foist 

freebooter 

gulden 

guy 

handsome 

harpoon 

*keest 

klompen 

loiter 

*maelstrom 

muddle 

pickle 

potash 

(kuh-NISH) dough rolled over a savory meat or cheese filling and baked 
or fried 

(PAWR-kuh} a heavy, hooded jacket 

(per-uh-STROI-kuh) economic and political reform in the former 
Soviet Union 

(PUHR-mee-uhn) of the la~t geologic division of the Paleozoic 
period marked by extensive glaciers 

(POHL-kuh) a fast dance for couples 

(SAM-uh-vawr) 

(sy-BIR-ee-uhn) 

a Russian urn for heating water in making tea 

of the region in northern Asia between the Urals and 
the Pacific; the Asian part of Russia 

(SPUHT-nik) satellite 

(TY-guh) swampy coniferous forest of Siberia beginning where the tundra ends 

{truh-PAWK), (TRAY-pawk) a fiery Ukrainian folk dance featuring 
leg flinging 

(VAM-py-uhr) in folklore, a reanimated corpse that sucks 
blood from human victims 

Words from Dutch c* challenge words> 

(bluf) a high, steep.bank or cliff 

(BAWB-uh-yawn) a large baboon of southern Africa, often a pest; 
chacma 

(BOO-duhl) the loot taken in a robbery · 

(BUK-wag-uhn) a large, strong cart used in southern Africa for 
hauling loads 

(kuh-BOOS) the trainman's car at the end of a freight train 

(kroon) to sing softly and sentimentally 

(KROO-zuhr) a fast warship smaller than a battleship 

(EE-zuhl) an upright frame to hold an artist's canvas 

(EK-syz) any of various taxes 

(foist) to palm off; to' get something sold by fraud 

(FREE-boo-tuhr) a pirate 

(GOOL-duhn) a German, Austrian, or Dutch gold or silver coin 

(gy} a steadying rope, chain, or rod; a cable on a suspension bridge 

(HAN-sum) 

. (hawr-POON) 

good looking, said of a man 

a barbed spear with a line attached to it for spearing whales 

(keest) inner vital substance; marrow 

(KLAWMP-uhn) a Dutch folk dance performed in wooden shoes 

(LOI-tuhr) to spend time idly 

(MAYL-struh:m) a powerful, violent whirlpool 

(MUD-uhl} 

(PIK-uhl) 

(PAWT-ash) 

to mix up, confuse, or befuddle 

a cucumber preserved in brine and vinegar 

any of various potassium compounds used in fertilizers and 
soaps 



*roodebok 

scrabble 

skipper 

snuff 

tattle 

ticket 

(ROOD-uh-bawk) impala; a reddish African antelope 

(SKRAB-uhl) to scratch or scrape, as though looking for something 

(SKIP-uhr) the captain of a ship 

(snuf) powdered tobacco taken up the nose 

(TAD-uhl) to reveal others' secrets 

(TIK-uht) a document that serves as a license or permit 

trawl (trawl) to fish by dragging a net along the sea bottom 

*voortrekker (FOHR-trek-uhr) a South African pioneer, especially one of the 

walrus 

waywiser 

wiseacre 

abide 

barrow 

belay 

blithe 

broadleaf 

daily 

dogged 

dreary 

dross 

fennel 

fickle 

furlong 

gnat 

gristle 

hue 

hurdle 

kipper 

*kirtle 

kith 

loam 

*mistletoe 

mongrel 

nether 

orchard 

pinafore 

*salve 

slaughter 

threshold 

tithe 

watery 

Boers who took part in the trek from Cape Colony 
to the Transvaal 1834-1837 

(WAWL-ruhs) a massive arctic sea mammal with two long tusks 

(WAY-wy-zuhr) an instrument, as an odometer or pedometer that 
measures the distance traveled by a vehicle or walker 

(WYZ-ay-kuhr) one who makes' annoying claims to knowledge 

Words from Old English <* challenge words> 

{uh-BYD) 

(BER-oh) 

(bi-LAY) 

(blyth) 

to live up to a promise; to go along with 

a heap of earth or rocks covering a grave; a wheelbarrow 

to secure with a rope; to secure by winding a rope around a cleat 

cheerful; carefree 

(BRAWD-leef) a Jamaican tree whose wood is used for shingles; 
a kind of tobacco 

(DAY-lee) happening every 24 hours 

(DAWG-uhd) obstinate; unshakable 

(DRIR-ee) dismal 

(draws) scum on molten metal; rubbish 

(FEN-uhl) a tall herb with aromatic seeds used to flavor foods 

(FIK-uhl) changeable; unstable; capricious 

(FUHR-lawng) a measure of distance equal to 1/8 of a mile 

(nat) any of various small, two-winged insects 

(GRIS-uhl) cartilage, especially as found in meat 

(hyoo) color; a particular shade 

(HUHR-duhl) an obstacle; an obstacle for runners or horses to jump over 

(KIP-uhr) to cure fish by salting, drying, or smoking 

(KUHR-tuhl) a garment resembling a tunic worn during the Middle Ages 

(kith) 

(!ohm) 

friends 

rich soil 

(MIS-uhl-toh) a parasitic evergreen plant with white poisonous berries 

(MAWNG-gruhl) an animal or plant of mixed breed 

(NETH-uhr) lower or under 

(OHR-chuhrd) land for growing fruit trees 

(PIN-uh-fohr) a sleeveless garment worn over a dress 

(sav) any soothing or healing ointment for wounds or burns 

(SLAW-tuhr). 

(THRESH-hohld) 

the killing of animals for food; butchering 

a length of wood or stone along the bottom of a 
doorway; the beginning point 

(tyth) a tenth of one's income paid to the church 

(WAW-tuhr-ee) full of tears 



worlonanship 

yieldable 

cacao 

caribou 

chi pot le 

chocolate 

iguana 

*ipecac 

*jacamar 

kahuna 

malihini 

*menhaden 

*ocelot 

pampas 

*sachem 

skunk 

succotash 

*terrapin 

toucan 

Tuckahoe 

banzai 

hibachi 

honcho 

karate 

koan 

kuruma 

*nisei 

ramen 

samurai 

sashimi 

satori 

teriyaki 

tycoon 

(WUHRK-muhn-ship) the skill of a craftsman 

(YEELD-uh-buhl) can be given up or surrendered 

Words from New World Languages <*challenge words) 

(kuh-KAY-oh) the seed of a tropical American tree from which cocoa and 
chocolate are made 

(KER-uh-boo) a large North American reindeer 

(chi-POHT-lay) 

(CHAWK-luht) 

a smoked and usually dried ja)apefio 

a substance made from roasted and ground cacao seeds or 
its flavor 

(i-GWAW-nuh) a large tropical American lizard 

(IP-uh-kak) a substance made from dried roots that causes vomiting 

(JAK-uh-mawr) a brilliant green, bronze, and red tropical bird 

(kuh-HOO-nuh) a native medicine man; a master of a craft or vocation 

(mawl-lee-HEE-nee) a newcomer or stranger among the people of Hawaii 

(men-HAY-duhn) an abundant marine fish used as bait and in fertilizers 

(AWS-uh-lawt) a spotted wildcat of North and South America 

(PAM-puhz) the extensive treeless plains of Argentina 

(SAY-chuhm) 

(skungk) 

a North American Indian chief 

a small bushy-tailed mammal with black fur with white stripes 
that emits a foul-smelling liquid when molested 

(SUK-uh-tash) 

(TER-uh-puhn) 

a dish of lima beans and corn 

an aquatic turtle native to North America 

(TOO-kan) a brightly colored bird of tropical America with a very large beak 

(TUK-uh-hoh) either of two American plants with edible rootstocks 

Words from Japanese c * challenge words> 

(BAWN-zy) a Japanese cheer; a cry of enthusiasm or triumph 

{hi-BAW-chee) a small charcoal grill 

(HAWNCH-oh) a boss; a leader; a hotshot 

(kuh-RAW-dee) a Japanese system of self defense by sharp quick blows 
with the hands and feet 

(KOH-awn) a paradox in Zen Buddhism to train monks to rely on 
enlightenment not reason 

(KUHR-uh-muh) jinrikisha; a small two-wheeled passenger vehicle drawn 
by one man 

(NEE-say) a child of Japanese-born parents born and educated in America 

{RAW-muhn) quick-cooked egg noodles usually served in broth with bits of 
meat or vegetables 

(SAM-uh-ry) a member of a military class in feudal Japan 

(SAWSH-uh-mee) 

(saw-TOHR-ee) 

raw fish served as an appetizer 

spiritual enlightenment in Zen Buddhism 

(ter-ee-YAWK-ee) a Japanese dish of meat or fish that is broiled 
after being marinated in soy sauce 

(ty-KOON) a wealthy, powerful industrialist or financier 



agnostic 

allegory 

*anachronism 

analysis 

antibiotic 

apostrophe 

asthrnogenic 

biblical 

biopsy 

character 

demotic 

diagnosis 

diatribe 

*diphthong 

dyslexia 

eclectic 

ephemeral 

etymology 

eulogy 

*euthanasia 

*gynarchy 

hedonism 

homogeneous 

hydrology 

hygiene 

*hypocrisy 

lethargy 

macron 

megalopolis 

melancholy 

*metamorphosis 

odyssey 

Olympian 

orthodox 

periphery 

*philately 

*philhellenism 

Words from Greek <* challenge words) 

(ag-NAWS-tik) one who believes it is impossible to know if God exists 

(AL-uh-gohr-ee) a story in which places, people, and things have a 
symbolic meaning, often instructive 

(uh-NAK-ruh-niz-uhrn) anything out of its historical time 

(uh-NAL-uh-sis} a breaking up of a whole into its parts to find out 
their nature 

(an-tee-by-AW-dik} any of certain substances produced by various 
microorganisms and capable of destroying or 
weakening bacteria 

(uh-PAWS-truh-fee) a mark (') indicating: 1) omission of a letter 
[isn't], 2) the possessive case [Mary's 
dress], or 3)certain plural forms [dot the i's] 

(az-muh-JEN-ik) causing asthma attacks 

(BIB-li-kuhl) of the sacred book of Christianity 

(BY-awp-see) the removal of bits of living tissue for examination 

(KER-uhk-tuhr) a person in a play or novel 

(di-MAWT-ik) popular; common; relating to the people 

(dy-ag-NOH-suhs) the act of deciding the nature of a disease 

(DY-uh-tryb) a bitter, abusive denunciation 

(DIF-thawng) two vowel sounds pronounced together 

(dis-LEK-see-uh) impairment of the ability to read 

(ek-LEK-tik) selecting or selected from various sources 

(e-FEM-uhr-uhl) lasting a short time; transitory 

(et-uh-MAWL-uh-jee) the study of word origins 

(YOO-luh-jee) words praising a person or thing, especially a funeral 
oration 

(yoo-thuh-NAY-zhuh) the act of causing death painlessly to end 
suffering 

(JIN-uhr-kee) government by women 

(HEED-uhn-iz-uhrn) the self-indulgent pursuit of pleasure as a way of life 

(hoh-moh-JEE-nee-uhs) the same in structure or quality 

(hy-DRAWL-uh-jee) the study of the earth's waters 

(HY-jeen) cleanliness; a system of health producing measures 

(hi-PAWK-ruh-see) pretending to believe or practice something when 
in fact one does not 

(LETH-uhr-jee) abnormal drowsiness; sluggishness; apathy 

(MAY-krawn) the long vowel mark (-) 

(rneg-uh-LAWP-uh-luhs) a vast, continuously urban area, containing. 
any number of cities 

(MEL-uhn-kaw-lee) sadness and depression of spirits 

(rnet-uh-MOHR-fuh-suhs) change of physical form or substance 

(AWD-uh-see) any extended journey 

(oh-LIMP-ee-uhn) 

(OHR-thuh-dawks) 

(puh-RIF-uh-ree) 

(n.) a participant in the Olympic games; 
(adj.) god-like, lofty, magnificent 

conforming to the usual beliefs or established 
doctrines, as in religion 

an outer boundary 

(fuh-LAT-uh-lee) stamp collecting 

(fil-HEL-uhn-iz-uhrn) respect or reverence for Greece or the Greeks 



pragmatic 

pyre 

rhetoric 

strategy 

symbiosis 

synchronous 

synergy 

synopsis 

topical 

topography 

xylophone 

*archipelago 

balcony 

belladonna 

bravura 

cadenza 

cameo 

*charlatan 

confetti 

credenza 

fiasco 

finale 

fresco 

galleria 

*garibaldi 

influenza 

libretto 

malaria 

*ocarina 

oratorio 

parapet 

piazza 

*pizzicato 

salami 

scampi 

*scherzo 

spaghetti 

(prag-MAD-ik) practical 

(pyr) a pile of wood for burning a dead body 

(RE-duhr-ik) the art of using words effectively 

(STRAT-uh-jee) skill in managing or planning 

(sim-bee-OH-suhs) 

(SING-kruh-nuhs) 

the living together of two kinds of organisms 

happening at the same time or at the same rate 

(SIN-uhr-jee) 

(si-NAWP-sis) 

( TAWP-uh-kuhl) 

combined action or operation; a mutually advantageous 
combination of business participants 

a brief, general review; a sununary 

dealing with pertinent issues of the day 

(tawp-AWG-ruh-fee) ' the surface features of a region; the science rOf 
representing these surf ace features on maps 
and charts 

(ZY-luh-fohn) a percussion instrument with wooden bars struck with 
mallets 

Words from Italian <* challenge words> 

(awrk-uh-PEL-uh-goh) a group of .scattered islands 

(BAL-kuh-nee) a platform projecting from an upper floor and enclosed 
by a railing; an upper floor of seats in a theater 

(bel-uh-DAWN-uh) 

(bruh-VYUHR-uh) 

a poisonous plant with black berries 

bold daring; dash 

{kuh-DEN-zuh) an elaborate passage for the solo instrument in an concerto 

(KAM-ee-oh) a choice minor role, especially one played by a notable actor 

(SHAWR-luh-tuhn) a pretender to special knowledge or skill; a quack 

(kuhn-FED-ee) bits of colored paper scattered around at celebrations 

{kruh-DEN-zuh) a type of buffet or sideboard 

(fee-AS-koh) a complete, ridiculous failure 

(fuh-NAL-ee) the final part of a musical work 

(FRES-koh) a painting with watercolors on wet plaster 

(gal-uh-REE-uh) a large arcade or court 

(ger-uh-BAWL-dee) a woman's blouse; a brilliant orange-red 
California market fish 

(in-floo-EN-zuh) an infectious viral disease characterized by fever, 
respiratory problems, and muscular aches 

(li-BRED-oh) the words, or text, of an opera 

(muh-LER-ee-uh) an infectious disease transmitted by mosquitoes 

(awk-uh-REE-nuh) a small wind instrument with finger holes and a 
mouthpiece 

(ohr-uh-TOHR-ee-oh) a long, dramatic musical work 

(PER-uh-pet) a wall or bank for screening troops from enemy fire; 
a low wall or railing 

{pee-AWT-suh) a public square; a large, covered porch 

{pit-suh-KAW-toh) plucked; played by plucking with the fingers 
rather than bowing 

(suh-LAWM-ee) a spiced, salted sausage 

(SKAM-pee) large edible shrimp 

(SKERT-soh) a sprightly, humorous, instrumental musical composition 

(spuh-GET-ee) pasta in long thin strips 



stucco 

*trattoria 

*vivace 

adios 

Argentine 

barrio 

buffalo 

*caballero 

cabana 

chimichanga 

cilantro 

cordovan 

*embarcadero 

fandango 

gordita 

hacienda 

junco 

machismo 

mesa 

pochismo 

pueblo 

*punctilio 

*sarsaparilla 

sierra 

tomatillo 

*vaquero 

brooklime 

cacti 

diaphragm 

empathy 

isopropyl 

isosceles 

jalapeno 

me lee 

netsuke 
refusenik 

(STUK-oh) plaster or cement for surfacing walls 

(traw-duh-REE-uh) an eating house; a restaurant 

(vee-VAW-chay) in a brisk, spirited manner (in music) 

Words from Spanish c* challenge words> 
.( ad-ee-OHS) goodbye 

(AWR-juhn-teen), (AWR-juhn-tyn) of the South American country Argentina 

(BAWR-ee-oh) 

(BUF-uh-loh} 

a district in a town with a Spanish-speaking population 

an American bison 

(kab-uh-YER-oh} a Spanish gentleman; a horseman; a lady's escort 

(kuh-BAN-uh) a small hut or shelter 

(chim-ee-CHAWNG-guh} a tortilla wrapped around a filling and deep fried 

(si-LAN-troh) leaves of coriander used as a flavoring or seasoning 

(KOHR-duh-vuhn) a soft fine-grained colored leather made of split 
horsehides, goatskins, or pigskins 

(em-bawr-kuh-DER-oh) a wharf; a landing place on an inland waterway 

{fan-DANG-goh) a lively Spanish-American dance 

(gohr-DEE-tuh) a deep-fried pocket of cornmeal dough with a savory filling 

(haw-see-EN-duh) the main house of a large estate 

(JUNG-koh) a small bird with a gray or black head 

(maw-CHEEZ-moh} a strong sense of masculine pride; exaggerated 
masculinity 

(MAY-suh} a small, high plateau with steep sides 

(poh-CHEEZ-moh} a term of U. S. origin bo~rowed into Mexican Spanish 

(PWEB-loh} an American-Indian communal village, as in the southwestern 
U. S., with terraced adobe dwellings 

(pungk-TIL-ee-oh) a minor point of copduct or behavior 

(sas-puh-RIL-uh} a soft drink similar to root beer 

(see-ER-uh) a range of hills or mountains with a saw-toothed appearance 

(tohm-uh-TEE-yoh) a plant with fruits resembling small tomatoes 

(vaw-KER-oh} a map who herds cattle; a cowboy 

Now You Try! 

(BRUHK-lym} (<NW) watercress 

(KAK-ty} (<L} desert plants with fleshy stems and spike-like leaves 

(DY-uh-fram} (<Gk) the muscular partition between the chest and 
abdominal cavities 

(EM-puh-thee) (<Gk) ability to share in another's emotions, 
thoughts or feelings 

(y-suh-PROH-puhl} (<Gk) chemical term 

(y-SAW-suh-leez) (<Gk) designating a triangle with two equal sides 

(hal-uh-PAYN-yoh) (<Sp) a Mexican pepper 

(MAY-lay} (<F} a confused conflict 

(NET-skee), (NET-suh-kay) (<J) a carved figure used as a toggle 
(ruh-FYOOZ-nik) (<Slav) a Soviet citizen, especially a Jew who is 

refused permission to emigrate 

(see th} (<E) to boil; to be violently agita~ed seethe 

wok (wawk) (<J} a bowl-shaped cooking pan 

yarrow (YAWR-oh) (<D} North American flowering plant 



commitment 

definite 

grammar 

maintenance 

recommend 

satellite 

schedule 

allusion 

colonel 

principal 

their 

Words You Need to Know 

(kuh-MIT-muhnt) the obligation to carry out some action 

(DEF-uh-nuht) having exact limits; precise in meaning 

(GRAM-uhr) a system of rules for speaking and writing a language 

(MAYN-tuhn-uhnts) the act of keeping something in good repair 

(rek-uh-MEND) 

(SAT-uh-lyt) 

(SKE..,.jool) 

and up-and-running 

to suggest favorably 

a man-made object rocketed into orbit around the earth 

a list of times of recurring events or projected operations 

(uh-LOOZH-uhn) an indirect or casual reference (homonym: illusion) 

(KUHR-nuhl) a military officer (homonym: kernel) 

(PRIN-suh-puhl) first in rank or importance (homonym: principle) 

(ther) belonging to them (homonyms: there, they're) 


